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INTRO:
 Who we are The S Scale Workshop
 Why this clinic……..We are here to:  

                                            share the lessons we’ve learned, the mistakes we’ve 
                                            made, the fun we’ve had, and to hear your thoughts
                                            and questions

GROUP STRUCTURE:
 Club……..bylaws good for large group management but political 
 Informal…good for small groups, but choose members carefully

ESTABLISH YOUR CREDO:
 What is your message to the public?
 Who comes first, the public or you…it’s show biz, not an op session

HOW WILL YOU RUN YOUR TRAINS?
 Or is it an op session?
 An operational script rather than operations
 We brake for railfans

MODULAR vs. PORTABLE: pros and cons
 Portable…scenically cohesive but demands group ownership
 S-Mod…...continuous running is good for public shows…who owns the 

corners? 
 Free-mo…very flexible set up…point-to-point challenges for public shows 

(train turntable or loop)

PRE-PLANNING:
 Establishing standards…make your own or off-the-rack
 Avoiding assumptions and mistakes
 Assessing group strengths and weaknesses (scenery, carpentry, etc)
 Do not start building without fully defined group standards!

BUILDING TECHNIQUES:
 Weight vs. strength
 Conventional



 Hybrid
 Honey comb
 Gator board
 One person builds the end panels (If using locating pins)
  If using end pins, an accurate, machined metal drilling fixture and a 

master end panel are essential

STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION:
 How big is too big?
 Packaging and protecting
 Building to fit storage space
 Building as part of a home layout
 Building to fit your vehicle
 Renting vans and trailers
 Cross-border manifests

SETUP:
 Establish a group liaison person
 Know your space requirements
 Rationalizing what you need to take…limit rolling stock and tool box size
 Fasten small details and building to layout surface
 Organizing your stuff…see-thru plastic stacking boxes…
  Speeding assembly…fold down legs or nesting legs…locating 

pins..connecting rails or   butt-joints…quick-connect furniture screws…pre-
assembled power supply

PRESENTATION:
 Visual uniformity of sections…colors, scenery, theme
 Modules should have a finished look…even early on
 Backdrops…continuous, segmented or none
 Signage…uniform format…signs on each module
 NASG banner
 Promotional handouts
 Interpretive displays…scenery samples for touching
 Personal appearance and demeanor…no unkempt curmudgeons
 Periscopes…people in wheelchairs are people too
 Website and QR code…impress the youngsters 

AFTER THE SHOW:
 Dinner, drinks, post mortem and forgiveness (what worked and what 

didn’t)
 Follow-up observations
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 Make necessary post-shown repairs asap

STARTING OVER:
 Why?...dissatisfaction, aging,  changing interests or standards
 A clean break?
 Evolving from the present


Links:  S-Mod standards:      nasg.org
            Free-mo:                   free-mo.org
            Lee Valley:                leevalley.com
 
                                             Table leaf alignment pins             0-0S10.04 
                                              Folding leg bracket                      00T16.01
                                              Cabinet leveller feet                     01.S06.03
                                              Cabinet leveller brackets             01S04.05
                                              Large-head bolts*                        (quick-connect)
                                              Flanged insert nuts*                     (quick-connect)  

*Quick-connect hardware can be standardized throughout the layout for rapid 
assembly and takedown of protective covers and end plates, leg assemblies, 
backdrops, and even joining modules or sections of modules, although for joining
layout sections, clamps may be faster and more convenient.     Quick-connect 
hardware uses hex-keys which are cut down and used in an electric drill set at 
low torque.     

See February 2011 Railroad Model Craftsman for Tom Knapp’s excellent article 
on mating modules with pins and the construction of an accurate drilling jig

Other useful RMC articles;

Dec 2005    Built For Moving:  Trevor Marshall (egg crate construction)

Aug 2008    Designing and Building a Free-Mo Layout:  Trevor Marshal and         
Pierre Oliver  (lots of good tips for any modular format)

Oct 2008     Adventures in Free-Mo: Pierre Oliver (building strong modules)

Nov 2009     Lightweight Benchwork:  Michael Tylick (lightweight plywood 
girders)

May 2010     Lightweight Modules:  Walt Muren (Gatorboard and PVC legs)
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